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	Create stunning 3D graphics in your browser using the Three.js JavaScript library


	About This Book

	
		Enhance your 3D graphics with light sources, shadows, advanced materials, and textures
	
		Load models from external sources, and visualize and animate them directly from JavaScript
	
		Each subject is explained using extensive examples that you can use directly and adapt for your own purposes



	Who This Book Is For


	If you know JavaScript and want to start creating 3D graphics that run in any browser, this book is a great choice for you. You don't need to know anything about math or WebGL; all that you need is general knowledge of JavaScript and HTML.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Use the different geometries that are provided by Three.js
	
		Apply realistic lighting and shadows to the 3D objects you have created
	
		Use the different camera controls provided by Three.js to effortlessly navigate around your 3D scene
	
		Make use of advanced textures on materials to create realistic-looking 3D objects by using bump maps, normal maps, specular maps, and light maps
	
		Import and animate models from external formats, such as OBJ, STL, Collada, and many more
	
		Create and run animations using morph targets and bone animations
	
		Explore the Physijs JavaScript library to apply physics to your 3D objects
	
		Interact directly with WebGL by creating custom vertex and fragment shaders



	In Detail


	Modern browsers support WebGL, which makes it possible to create 3D graphics in a browser without having to use plugins such as Flash and Java. Programming WebGL, however, is difficult, complex, and very difficult to debug. With Three.js, it is possible to create stunning 3D graphics in an intuitive manner using JavaScript, without the need to know the details of WebGL.


	Learning Three.js – the JavaScript 3D Library for WebGL, Second Edition, is a practical, example-rich book that will help you learn about all the features of Three.js. This book will show you how to create or load models from externally created models and realistic-looking 3D objects using materials and textures. You'll also learn how to use the HTML5 video and canvas elements as a material for your 3D objects, different ways of animating your models, skeleton-based animation, and how to add physics such as gravity and collision detection to your scene. By the end of the book, you'll know everything that is required to create 3D animated graphics that run in any browser using Three.js.
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Mountain Lion Edition (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Ready to move to the Mac? This incomparable guide helps you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs so you can do what you did with Windows, and learning your way around OS X.
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Oracle ADF Real World Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle ADF is a powerful Java application framework for building next generation enterprise applications. Oracle ADF in combination with JDeveloper IDE offers visual and declarative approaches to enterprise application development. This

	book will teach you to build scalable, rich enterprise applications by using the

	ADF Framework, with...
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Practical Oracle Database ApplianceApress, 2014

	Practical Oracle Database Appliance is a hands-on book taking you through the components and implementation of the Oracle Database Appliance. Learn about architecture, installation, configuration, and reconfiguration.  Install and configure the Oracle Database Appliance with confidence. Make the right choices between the various...
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PHP Solutions: Dynamic Web Design Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2006
In this book you'll learn how to:
	Create dynamic websites with design and usability in mind, as well as functionality
	Understand how PHP scripts work, giving you confidence to adapt them to your own needs
	Bring online forms to life, check required fields, and ensure user input is safe to process
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Multimedia Database Retrieval:: A Human-Centered Approach (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2006
Multimedia Database Retrieval: A Human-Centered Approach presents the latest development in user-centered methods and the state-of-the-art in visual media retrieval.  It includes discussion on perceptually inspired non-linear paradigm in user-controlled interactive retrieval (UCIR) systems. It also features a coherent approach...
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Microprocessor Architecture: From Simple Pipelines to Chip MultiprocessorsCambridge University Press, 2009

	Computer architecture is at a turning point. Radical changes occurred in the 1980s when the Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) philosophy, spurred in good part by academic research, permeated the industry as a reaction to the Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) complexities. Today, three decades later, we have reached a point where...
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